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ABSTRACT
The Self-Instructional Materials Project represents a

significant step toward the development of a documented, replicable
curriculum for medical education. It accomplishes this by carrying
out the following generally accepted recommendations in the
preparation of instructional materials: 1) it provides a useful
technical manual--the Directory of Self-Instructional Materials--to
accompany the materials it develops; 2) it regularly revises its
materials; 3) it offers continuous dissemination of new materials; 4)
instructional objectives are stated in detail; 5) objectives are
operationally specified in terms of student behavioral responses; 6)
the value of objectives is substantiated; 7) learning activities are
directly related to objectives; 8) activities are sequenced to
maximize student learning; 9) evaluation strategies are reported; 10)
student target groups are identified; 11) validity data are cited;
12) internal and external evidence are distinguished; 13) formative
and summative evaluations are conducted; 14) both intended and
unintended outcomes are reported; 15) utilization procedures are
specified; and 16) basic and supplementary materials which are needed
are identified. (PB)
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TOWARD A DOCUMENTED cuaracuum

by

Rita B. Johnson, E'I.D.

In 1967 Louise L. Tyler and M. Frances Klein published Recommendations

for Curricular and Instructional Materials (1) in response to the need for

a curriculum document similar to APA's technical recommendations for psy-

chological tests or to the mental measurements yearbook. It formulated

some important recommendations which might be used as technical standards

in evaluating medical curricula.

Five years later, the Self-Instructional Materials Project, spon-

sored by the Southern *Medical School Consortium, addressed itself inten-

tionally to the above recommendations. Stuart R. Johnson and Rita B.

Johnson, et al, published the Directory of Self-Instructional Materials

in Medical Education (2) and attempted to document each item in its listing

of one hundred and forty -eight self-instructional units.

The purpose of this paper is to show how this Directory, the first

of its kind, attempts to carry out a few of' the recommendations suggested

earlier by Tyler and Klein.

Categories of Recommendations

The recommendations formulated by Tyler and Klein were grouped into

the following categories:

I. General

II. Specifications

III. Rationale

IV. Appropriat.ouess

V. Effectivell,,i3s

VI. Conditiow4

VII. Practicallil



Only those principles which were implemented in the Directory of

Self-Instructional Materials will be described. Out of 25 recommendations,

17 are discussed below.

I. General. Into this category fall three recommendations that are

general in nature:.

Gl. "When athhiCalWA and inzttuetionat matertiviz tune developed,

they zhoutd be accompanied by a technicaZ manuae that makeL

every itea)sonabZe e440tt tiOttOW the ILecommendationA in thiz

document."

G2. "The .catticutum and :.nAtAuctiona.e. matettiaLs ,shoutd be

kevized at apptoptiate intexuatis."

G3. "PkovLsionz zhoutd be made 4ot continued dazeminatLon o4

new piateizia6s, new apptoacke. s, and new AtudAleis."

Discussion:. In 1971 the deans of 28 southern medical schools formed..

a consortium to stimulate the development and exchange of self-instructional

materials. Since then 1500 health sciences faculty have been trained by

the Self-Instructional Materials Project to produce and revise self-instructional

packages. .

This Project published its first edition of the Directory of Self-

Instructional Materials in Medical Education. It lists materials cur-

rently under production and gives information about the products. The

Directory therefore functions as a technical manual.

Decisions regarding what information was to be listed in this Directory

were made on the basis of requests from samples of the user population.

Over 250 workshop participants (faculty members who were producers of

materials) were asked, "What would you find useful by way of information
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in a document which would list other people's products? What would you

like to know about such products?"

Responses were overwhelmingly in favor of the kinds of items listed

in Tyler and Klein's Recommendations. This gave project staff reason to

believe that such items would be helpful to other product users in medical

education and would be appropriate for listing in the first project directory.

All information in the Directory is now computerized, making easy access

to a continuous updating and revision process. Pages can be quickly added

or deleted. Information on any given page may be rapidly changed as 1) the

producer acquires new evaluation .data regarding the effects of his product

on students; or, 2) the producer revises an existing package based on evalu-

ation data he has already received.

II,-Specifications. In this category are recommendations referring to

outcomes, since no definitive evaluation of curriculum can be ac-

complished unless there are objectives:

Si. "The manuat. 4houtd /State in de.6it the objective's."

S2. "Objective4 Ahoutd be Apecitiied ppekatLonaay, i.e., inctude

behaviok fLeispomeis o4 ztudento."

Discussion: Table I (next page) is an entry /taken from the Directory

of Self-Instructional Materials. It shows the cognitive objectives listed

for a particular package entitled, "Diabetes Mellitus Complicating Pregnancy"

(P.50). Note that the objectives are stated in terms of what the students

are expected to do as an outcome of instruction. Note, also, that affective-

(i.e., attitudinal) measures are included as well, suggesting that affective

objectives were important to the design of the package.(e.g. , items 1 to 4,

Student Evaluation.)
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TAB LE I

OBSTETRICS

Diabetes VellIttis C'ornplicating Pregnancy (c1972) 2100-0002
Luther M. Talbert, MD. FORMAT:
North Carolina Typescript
Students: Clinical
Working time: 20 min.

Workbook Attitude
Feedback

1-

Availability: Contact Practice T. Version 3
Project Headquarters. Objectives Version 2

Notes: Contains bibliography. Po.it-Test Version I

OVERALL OBJECTIVES:
Given a pregnant patient with diabetes mellitus, a description of her clinical. course and laboratory
data, decide on a correct course of therapy; that is, prenatal management of her diabetes andpregnancy as well as timing of delivery.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES:
1. List four deleterious effects of maternal diabetes on the course of pregnancy.
2. Describe the common problems encountered in the neonate of the diabetic mother.
3. Describe the effect of pregnancy on diabetes mellitus.
4. List two hormones which contribute to increased difficulty in management of diabetes in thepregnant patient.
5.. List three metabolic effects of human placental lactogen.
6. Describe the effect of maternal insulin shock and keto-acidosis of the fetus.
7 Define pre-diabetes and describe a method of diagnosis.
8. Describe the I.V. GTT and its interpretation.
9. You should be able to describe one method of classification of diabetes as related topregnancy.

I

1

3.

4

3

4

i
2

1

I

STUDENT EVALUATION:

I. 1 thought this package was...
too easy.

1 too long.
2 to). short.
1 rather. difficult.
5 fun.
S educational.

2. I would like to see:
10 more material presented like this.

I this material presented a different way.
all of the clerkship presented this way.

3. This package:
S contained questions that were too easy.

was too Mickey Mouse for medical students.
7 really taught me a lot.

bored me.
4. After reading this package,.

9 I will probably want to learn more about the subject.
2 I dl go to the library and read some of the references.
1 I feel that the packaae contained all of the material I need to know about

diabetes in pregnancy.

(Continued on next page)

Number of Students Responding: 14
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III. Rationale. These items cover statements dealing with the process

and reasoning involved in the choice of objectives, subject matter,

etc.:

Rl. "The value o6 the objectives mw be zubztantiated."

R5. "Lecaning oppoAtumViez textz, tabokatolty mateAiaA,

etc.) zhoutd be dinectty ketated to the behavion and content

o4 the'zpeci4ied objectivez."

R6. "Lecutiting oppoAtunLtie's mist be zo ankanged that the behavion.

04 the student i s developed."

R7. "The kind o4 evatuatZon ztAategy'uzed in devetoping the

inztAuctionat MateAiatz murt be /r.epoitted

Discussion: In Table II entitled, "How To Use This Directory" (next

page) mention is made of a-g-raph found on the right hand side of each entry

in the Directory. This graph tells the reader whether or not a given package

has these specific self-instructional features:

Post-Test: Is there a test for students at the end of the

package which is consistent with the objectives?

Objectives: Was the package designed for specific behavioral

objectives?

Practice: Are there frequent practice exercises included

in' the material, and are they arranged so that the

student practices new behavior in a graduated

sequence?

Feedback: Does the student get knowledge of results regarding

his practice so he can correct his performance?



TABLE ii

HOW TO USE THIS DIRECTORY

Criteria for Listing of Packages:
Selection of packages this Directory was based on these criteria:

1. A copy of the package was in the Project libra:y, and
2. The packagemet the minimum criteria for self-instruction; i.e., it contained at least

a post-test, frequent practice and feedback.
In addition, each package ideally was designed to meet specific objectives, including
attitudinal.

Arrangement of Materials Listed:
There are two parts to this Directory. The first part, on white paper, lists packages for
the medical school curriculum. The basic arrangement is by subject, alphabetically.
Sub-arrangement is alphabetical by title. The second part of the Directory, on yellow
paper, lists packages for the allied health areas. Basic arrangement is alphabetical by
specialty area, such as Dentistry, Nursing, Physical Therapy, etc. The sub-arrangement is
alphabetical by title. An index to all subjects, authors and titles is provided for your
convenience.

Information about each package is presented gapiiically in the format shown here. The
objectives for the unit and any available try-out data will be given on the same page
below the entry.

The Bones of the Foot (1971) 0201
John Doe
Southern Medical School
Students:
Working time:
Availability: Contact

Producer or Coordinator
directly.

OBJECTIVES:

TRY-OUT DATA:

STUDENT COMMENTS:

Self-instructional Features:

Package does have Package does not have
these. features. these features.

\
ANATOMY

0005
FORMAT:
Typescript
11 slides
Audio cassette

School wherc 1.):7Ckage Ives rhTcloped.

vi

Attitude\
Peadback

Practice
Objectives C:

PostTest

Version 3
Version 2
Version 1

Revision history:
This package is in
second eaition..
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Attitude: Is there a measure of attitudinal change

taken at completion of the package?

Version 1, 2 or 3: How many times h%as this package been revised?

(To illustrate in Table II John Doe's unit has no attitudinal measure

although it does include all of the other features. The graph indicates

this material to be second version.)

In addition to the above features, the format of the learning materials

is described. (For e.g., John Doe's unit consists of a typed script, 11

slides and an audio-cassette). The reader can determine for himself if the

learning opportunities are directly related to the behavior and content of

the objectives which are given.

Finally, the try-out data to be reported in the next Directory will

include peer-review comments from faculty members who are urged to substantiate

the value of the objectives for their specific content area. Peer-review

sheets forwarded by Project Headquarters and completed by these specialists

include questions such as, "Was the material appropriate for the target

group?" "Is the content useful?" "Was the information accurate?" "Is the

data up-to-date?" "Are the objectives and post-test items important?", etc.

IV. Appropriateness. This catdgory includes statements having to do with

the kind of learner for whom the material is developed, so that evalu-

ation can be done in terms of learner characteristics.

Al. "The h,End oti 6tudeat {yon whom the matetiats ate de4igned Ahmed

be 6peei6ied.

Discussion: Referring again to Tables I and II we note that the target

group of students is broadly defined. (e.g., in Table I, Dr. Talbert's

unit is designed for clinical students.) Categories of students in the



current Directory include pre- health, pre-clinical, and clinical. Target ,

groups in the related health areas include "Patients with Diabetes,"

"Family Nurse Practitioners," "Radiology Scheduling Clerks," "Dental Patients,"

"Medical Records Science Students," etc.

It should be mentioned that as additional evaluation data is collected,

target groups may Shift. For example, a set of materials originally designed

for clerks in one third year obstetrics-gynecology course were used in a

hospital where residents and interns Were working nearby. The packages were

deemed useful as "refresher material" so that now these same packages are

made available to the fifth and sixth year students who need rapid review

of-familiar material.

V. Effectiveness. In this group are statements about.characteristics

.which determine how the_ curriculum was evaluated.

El. "Manua,ez /Showed cite zoto.cez availabte evidence to doeument

any claim's made about e46ect.Evene)s.5 and etc6iciency."

E2. "Manua4 /showed c ecmeti distinguish betueen kind's o4 evidence

0.eisented about e46ectivenez,s: (a) inteAnaZ evidence, (b) exteitna,e.

evidence. Inteitrd. teiSefus 6eatuiLes itevealed thitough vbsuae

.i.uspection o6 the matutia4. ExtuumE tte4ervs to tity-OLLtS, /re-

vision's, etc."

E3. "EvaLtation /should be utieized when appkopIticute in the pkocesis

o inistAuct,Eonati. development. keAo evatuation /Should be used

when maturiaLs we compZeteey developed."

E4. "E6icect LveneA6 o.6 pnogiLamis /should be kepokted teAms a prwg.tam

objectiveh as uninte;;.ded outco PI2A .
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Discussion: This first Directory lists attitudinal responses (both

intended and unintended) from students and faculty. The exact sources of

such data are available to anyone who contacts Project Headquarters in

Chapel Hill. In many cases the materials are sent to several institutions

beforehand and the numbers of students trying out the package in each

sample are shown.

In future editions of the Directory, cognitive achio.vement will also

be reported for each entry. A fraction will appear by the graph showing

the number of students who meet the cognitive objectives, divided by the

total number in the sample (e.g., 9%10) .

As Table II indicates, a1 1. evidence from students consists of try-out

data, i.e., come from users who have actually tried out the material and--
attempted to pass the post-test. Currently, the data reported come from

comments or reactions to questionnaires.

At this early stage of development, the data are used in the formative

revision process. Project staff urge producers to revise continuously

until objectives are met. It is assumed that as the project continues

more and more materials will be completely developed so that- suMmative

e'Valdation data can be reported. For example, evaluation studies are

currently being conducted at one university on a feW well-documented

materials in obstetrics-gynecology and pharmacology to determine the

effect ofthese packages on performance during national board examinations.

(reported elsewhere in Journal of Medical Education)

VI. Conditions. In this category are items having to do with the known

conditions of use so that the user can determine whether his situation

is similar to the setting described.
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C4. "PAocedukes and afftangemen't's o4 utaizing the matekiaes ;;011_

do ivied samptes o6 studen;bs must be specWed."

Discussion: Each entry specifies the format of the materials and

the approximate amount of time it takes the average user to complete the

material. Special conditions of use are frequently spelled out, such as

in the entries below:

"Th'bs packet kequikes a paktnex." (P.40)

"This package =A designed {yon one pakticulalL gitoup

o students. Howevek, it may be used a4 a model.

Unit inetudes synopses o4 possibZe pkofects."

VII. Practicality. These recommendations relate to factors basic

to use in a particular setting, e.g., cost of materials, building

facilities, etc.

P1. "The guide must indicate which imtizucti,onat.' materials

ake kequiked. Where suppeementaky mateitiaLs ate to be

used, these shoutd be desckibed."

Discussion: Supplementary equipment, materials and extra requirements

are added to each entry in the Directory whenever necessary to make the

package complete for use by others. For example, current entries include

the following:

"The Medica Lettek Re4ekences Handbook, Janualty 1971,

4.4 coed ais text." (P.67)

"You witZ need as equpment: (1) Paakoid Land CaM'eka.,

Model 340 o& 350 (2) OZympu,s 6ibekoptEc mophago-

ga6tAo.scope." (P.18)
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"Mudd. Pettm"s coed with package." (P.47)

"Matekiat's needed: .salad dkez4,Lng; appte mtth a blaiLe;

AutulLe needte and geedee hotdek; 4catpeE; 2x2 .sponge;

tizzue pit.cep4." (P.127)

Summary

No attempt has been made to demonstrate the overall effectiveness

or quality of materials which currently appear in the first edition of the

Directory of Self-Instructional Materials. It has been shown instead that

this document does carry out some of the technical recommendations for

curriculum materials suggested by Louise L. Tyler and M. Frances Klein

in 1967.

This first Directory published by the Self-Instructional Materials

Project is still in process of refinement. However, it is believed that

it represents a significant beginning step towards developing a documented,

replicable curriculum in medical education as far as products are concerned.
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